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Hey Again OSFC!



Remember oreboot?

oreboot is a fork of coreboot…
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oreboot is platform initialization firmware in Rust!

oreboot is a fork of coreboot, with C removed, written in Rust.

https://github.com/oreboot

https://github.com/oreboot


State of coreboot on RISC‑V in 2023 / Q4

Looking at the docs…

Whoops, a bit out of sync with the current spec ‑ won’t work!
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WIP for coreboot on RISC‑V1

We had a long road to go for GSoC 2023…

A lot of work still remains open.
1Screenshot taken on 2023‑10‑06



State of oreboot on RISC‑V in 2023 / Q4

support for 3 SoCs
▶ Allwinner D1, now also with SD card
▶ StarFive JH7100 ‑ we have DRAM init
▶ StarFive JH7110 ‑ DRAM init, SMP is WIP, we can boot Linux

RISC‑V SBI (Supervisor Binary Interface) factored out from D1
▶ https://github.com/riscv‑non‑isa/riscv‑sbi‑doc
▶ WIP for wider use on other SoCs, e.g., JH7110
▶ now getting HSM (Hart State Machine)

compression library factored out for reuse
build system based on xtask extended

Website and documentation are still open.

https://github.com/riscv-non-isa/riscv-sbi-doc/blob/master/riscv-sbi.adoc
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Aligning with others



Aligning with mainline

https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2021/why‑aligning‑with‑open‑source‑
mainline‑is‑the‑way‑to‑go/

https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2021/why-aligning-with-open-source-mainline-is-the-way-to-go/
https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2021/why-aligning-with-open-source-mainline-is-the-way-to-go/


Long TermMaintainability

https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2023/ltm‑2023/

A common understanding, common base, and common concepts are crucial.

Let’s talk and find those!

https://www.codethink.co.uk/articles/2023/ltm-2023/
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RISC‑V Execution Environments



Stacks as per Spec

Note: Lower privilege modes have less access to the platform.

https://riscv.org/technical/specifications/

https://riscv.org/technical/specifications/


Our stack: oreboot and LinuxBoot2

oreboot + RustSBI = SEE (Supervisor Execution Environment)

2https://github.com/oreboot/oreboot/blob/main/Documentation/boot‑flow.md

https://github.com/oreboot/oreboot/blob/main/Documentation/boot-flow.md


Rising Interest in oreboot and LinuxBoot

https://www.reddit.com/r/RISCV/comments/13ksvsz/comment/jkm63qh/
Why dom’t they collaborate with Oreboot project?

https://forum.rvspace.org/t/oreboot‑visionfive‑2‑support‑effort/2211

Someone from Intel contactedme:

ByteDance3 andmany hyperscalers are using LinuxBoot.
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gB3wgOuvLJQ

https://www.reddit.com/r/RISCV/comments/13ksvsz/comment/jkm63qh/
https://forum.rvspace.org/t/oreboot-visionfive-2-support-effort/2211
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gB3wgOuvLJQ
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Community tracking upstream

Each SoC and feature is being tracked, driver for driver.

https://linux‑sunxi.org/Linux_mainlining_effort

https://linux-sunxi.org/Linux_mainlining_effort


Vendor tracking upstream

Each component ‑ kernel, U‑Boot and OpenSBI ‑ is tracked, driver for driver,
with a link to the respective patch series in the mailing list.

https://rvspace.org/en/project/JH7110_Upstream_Plan

https://rvspace.org/en/project/JH7110_Upstream_Plan


Unaligned Memory Access



When it goes wrong ‑ userspace

Note: fixed in Go 1.21
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When it goes wrong ‑ kernel space

Note: both kexec andmodule loader perform unaligned access as of now
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Alignment on Real Devices

D1 / T‑Head can handle unaligned access in hardware, opt‑out possible

JH7110 / SiFive does not handle it and raises misaligned exceptions

OpenSBI has a trap handler for it, meaning big performance penalty
https://github.com/riscv‑software‑src/opensbi/blob/0ad866067d7853683d8
8c10ea9269ae6001bcf6f/lib/sbi/sbi_misaligned_ldst.c#L162

▶ It runs in M‑mode, so context switches are involved
▶ Someone in SiFive forumsmeasured 350x impact

https://forums.sifive.com/t/ld‑sd‑alignment/5530/2

We delegate all exceptions in oreboot so it is up to the OS
▶ Users may choose more suitable hardware per case
▶ Not every OS would want to do lots of probing etc

https://github.com/riscv-software-src/opensbi/blob/0ad866067d7853683d88c10ea9269ae6001bcf6f/lib/sbi/sbi_misaligned_ldst.c#L162
https://github.com/riscv-software-src/opensbi/blob/0ad866067d7853683d88c10ea9269ae6001bcf6f/lib/sbi/sbi_misaligned_ldst.c#L162
https://forums.sifive.com/t/ld-sd-alignment/5530/2
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Not everything worked out yet: Platform

To the OS, it matters which traps it needs to handle.

Proposed SBI extension to turn delegation on or off
Question raised how that would work with hypervisors

https://lists.riscv.org/g/tech‑prs/message/569

Pending PR for platform spec
https://github.com/riscv/riscv‑platform‑specs/pull/2

Describe misaligned data access scenarios

Optimization not worth the penalty?
https://groups.google.com/a/groups.riscv.org/g/sw‑
dev/c/bmQJ8HVmquY/m/QDmPndFlCwAJ

RISC‑V GCC RFC: “‑mstrict‑align” argument, and unaligned access tuning

https://lists.riscv.org/g/tech-prs/message/569
https://github.com/riscv/riscv-platform-specs/pull/2
https://groups.google.com/a/groups.riscv.org/g/sw-dev/c/bmQJ8HVmquY/m/QDmPndFlCwAJ
https://groups.google.com/a/groups.riscv.org/g/sw-dev/c/bmQJ8HVmquY/m/QDmPndFlCwAJ
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Unaligned access in S‑Mode / Linux

Documentation/riscv/uabi.rst
Misaligned accesses are supported in userspace, but they may perform
poorly.

…supported?
[RFC V2 PATCH 0/9] Add support to handle misaligned accesses in S‑mode

https://lore.kernel.org/all/20230704140924.315594‑1‑cleger@rivosinc.com/
Got a short remark, stuck for more than 2 months.

So I talked to people at Kernel Recipes. :‑)

https://lore.kernel.org/all/20230704140924.315594-1-cleger@rivosinc.com/
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Linux: Discussion picked up again4

4https://lore.kernel.org/linux‑riscv/20231004151405.521596‑1‑cleger@rivosinc.com/T/

https://lore.kernel.org/linux-riscv/20231004151405.521596-1-cleger@rivosinc.com/T/


Alignment in RISC‑V ISA Spec: What may andmay not

added in https://github.com/riscv/riscv‑isa‑manual/commit/61cadb9

https://github.com/riscv/riscv-isa-manual/commit/61cadb9


Awesome Demo?



Credits

Keep in mind that many people are working on many layers.

Props to Clément Léger for the Linux patches; it’s a big change.

Special thanks to Björn Töpel for pinging Clément :‑)

… and to everyone contributing to fixing the gaps!
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kexec still needs some work



VisionFive 2 trouble with Device Tree + MDIO
Many files are involved ‑ hard to find the issue.

MDIO is the communication between ethernet MAC and PHY.



Alignment in RISC‑V ISA Spec: Reasoning



Alignment in RISC‑V Privileged Spec



Thank you!
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Daniel Maslowski
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